Visualize Embryogenesis and Cell Fate Using Fluorescent Probes with Aggregation-Induced Emission.
Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and fluorogen-dextran conjugate are tracers extensively used for injection-based lineage tracing. However, HRP is sensitive to proteolytic digestion, whereas the high-molecular-weight dextran may have antigenicity. Small molecular tracers can overcome these problems, but they usually diffuse from labeled cells, causing inaccurate information. Herein, we developed a small-molecular-weight fluorogen with aggregation-induced emission (AIEgen) for embryonic cell tracing with strong signals against tracer dilution caused by cell division. Once injected into the ancestor cells, the AIEgen can be entrapped in the cells without leakage because of the two hydrophilic and neutral arms. Consequently, it can specifically trace the progenies of the treated ancestor cells. More importantly, the operating concentration of AIEgen can be much higher than that of fluorogens with aggregation-caused quenching, which provides bright signals in daughter cells during embryonic cell tracing, thus overcoming the problem of fast signal degradation typically encountered with the use of traditional cell tracers.